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Abstract
This paper describes the course experience of the SCE553- Creativity and Creative Teaching in Science in general and in
particular, the use of ‘toys’ in teaching. The course structure is designed using the constructivist framework emphasizing
inquiry approaches in teaching, highlighting among others, the creative dimension in the learning outcome. This paper offered
a brief description of the course philosophy and its outlines. Learning outcomes through students’ reflective essays will be
shared for the readers to capture the true essence of a constructivist approach in teaching. The approach is designed to nurture
the creative and innovative mind of students as well as the acquisition of the soft skills which are deemed as essential 
characteristics of a quality science teacher.
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1. Introduction
Whenever I post this question “What is this thing we call Science?” to my students who are expiring to
be a science teacher, these are the common feedbacks. To a  physics major it is about mechanics-Newton’s three
laws of motion; electricity; heat, and etc. To a chemistry major it is about chemical reaction, chemical equations,
molecules and mode, and etc. To the biology major it is about cells, plant, animal, etc. Some of them would
mention about laboratory work and field work. To their experience, science is merely a collection of fact, 
concepts, and a systematic laboratory method of doing experiment to confirm the textbook ideas that they have
read and memorized. Students cannot be blamed having this tunneling vision about science learning because
apparently it is a norm in the science classroom practice, be it in school or college settings (Lawson, A., 2011),
that transmission of content knowledge is the only main objective in the classroom practice. Nurturing of 
thinking of higher order such as critical and creative thinking is seldom in the agenda. Although it may occur
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occasionally but often it is of accidental ones. One may not accept this reality as one may ponder, don’t students 
are automatically made to think the moment they encountering science as science supposedly epitomizes 
scientific thinking? Although thinking skills is among the objectives explicitly stated in the Malaysian science 
curriculum, however, the truth is, viewing from the constructivist paradigm, in the science classrooms, teachers 
are treating the students’ mind as empty vessel that the sole responsibility of the teachers is to fill the empty 
vessel with scientific facts & equations, and, some routine procedures for solving textbook problems that are 
found at the back of chapters. Often teachers neglect the need of allowing students  to construct meaningful 
learning by themselves through classroom and laboratory experience or the habitual use of the effective 
questioning techniques such as the Socratic method of questioning- “What do you think?” to stimulate thinking 
of higher order. When teachers are asked regarding the issue pertaining to thinking, many responded with 
statements similar to these: 
“We do not have the time-we need to cover the syllabus”; 
“We do ask but students are sealing their mouths-they just want the ‘answers’ from us such that they can just 
copy”.  
2. A Creative Curriculum 
It is reported that while the Higher Education Ministry aims to get 60% of the country’s students into science 
and technology field, the figure currently stands at only 29%. On top of this it is also a common critic that the 
quality of learning outcomes of science graduates in general and in specific pertaining to thinking skills has been 
acknowledged as a ‘grave concern’ by the industry and the science educators themselves. 
How to get students excited, curious, and wanting to know more about science has become an urgent question 
that demands immediate attention.  It is to address this  question that science education reform suggests the 
possible use of some non-traditional method of approach in science instruction such as those that are based on the 
constructivist paradigm emphasizing on student centre, hands-on-mind-on, and group work such as co-operate 
learning, etc.  In terms of research, focus has been on the emphasis of out of class room activity, such as science 
museum visit, field trip, and playground or amusement park (Featonby, D., 2010). Using movies of cartoon (such 
as The Road Runners and Tom & Jerry) and science fiction (such as The Core and The Day After Tomorrow) 
and toys has been suggested but rarely applied in actual science classroom practices. 
Creative ideas for reforming science education involve many educational settings. However, for these ideas to 
be translated into reality in classroom and to be implemented successfully, especially those that are concerning 
teaching and learning, teachers have to be convinced of the merit of the proposed changes. One way of doing this 
is through pre-service and in- service science teacher preparation programs. 
In the normal design of science education curriculum for teacher preparation, the inclusion of the method of 
teaching science course is to address the issue of the competency, and innovation of science classroom teaching 
besides a semester of practicum to gain field experience in actual school setting. However in our UiTM 
experience, this exposure to teaching methodology alone is deemed insufficient as the teaching of science per se 
is still very traditional at both the university and school levels, i.e., emphasizing exam and rote learning. This 
traditional approach in teaching science is certainly not a good model to emulate. Hence we have included in the 
science programs four SCE (Science Education) courses that are designed from the paradigm of constructivism 
emphasizing creative and critical thinking skills, the soft skills in communication, presentation, leadership, and 
the social interpersonal skills besides the alleviation of the affective domain for science during the process of 
knowledge construction. The instruction of these courses is guided by the constructivist principles that instructors 
act as a facilitator while students are active learners. As can be seen, the curriculum design is reflective of the 
recommendations for reform in science education and is in alignment with our Malaysian current science 
curriculum emphasizing on thinking, be it of creative, innovative, or critical. 
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 The SCE553: Creativity and Creative Teaching in Science is among the four SCE courses that are designed 
from the paradigm of constructivism. As the course name implies, it is designed to address the issue of creativity 
in science. Hopefully the direct experience of our students will enable them to be an agent of change in school 
science reform. Among the topics covered are: Torrance’s Creative Thinking; The Unnatural Thoughts in 
Science; Creativity in Science; Baroque music in learning;  Science museum; Theme Park; Science fiction movie; 
Science in Toy. Students are required to accomplish two major projects in group, namely, (i) Toys creation with 
scientific theme, and (ii) A comic book entitled A Day without Gravity. 
Among the objectives of the course are: 
 
x Students are constructing the theoretical framework of creativity in general and in science in particular. 
x Students are guided through the various innovative methods of teaching in a personal experiential encounter. 
x Students demonstrate their creative and critical thinking skills via presentation and project assignment. 
 
What follows is the sharing of author’s conception and some of the experiences of the session on Science in 
Toys. Hopefully the description of the session does vividly capture the dynamic essence of the classroom 
activities. 
3. Science in Toys 
Science has gained our respect as it feeds that curiosity hunger of ours by providing us the logical explanations 
about events and happenings in nature. If we want our students to love science we have to nurture this very 
curiosity hunger in them deliberately than. But, how? Since science is best understood by providing students with 
opportunities to make linkages between their own world and scientific concepts, what can be more natural than 
using toys as learning tools to teach science to school students be it of elementary or high school or event college 
students. Moreover, as the saying goes, in every one of us, no matter how old we are, there is a child in us and 
children by nature love toys. Toys certainly do possess the magic of capturing our imagination and attention as 
they are the sources of fun that activate our adrenaline glands. What have been stated formulated the philosophy 
of introducing science through toys. 
The session of Science in Toys is anchored on the above stated philosophy. For teachers and students alike, 
toys can provide motivational and experiential links between science concepts and everyday experience. This 
session is designed to guide students towards exploring the application of science through toys in a fun filled 
hands-on activity with the aim of sharpening students’ creativity and creative teaching skills. 
The Science In Toys session encompasses three main activities namely:  
x The Competition,  
x Providing  scientific explanations for  the toys that students have identified for their study, and 
x Creating or innovating a toy(s).  
3.1. Activity 1: The Competition 
In activity 1: The Competition, each group is given a clay statue of a Shaolin boy as shown in Figure 1(a). The 
competition is about finding ways of making the Shaolin boy urinate the furtherst. Students are given a month to 
do research and experimenting with the statue. Among the main tasks are: (a) finding a unique way to fill the 
statue with water and (b) getting the boy to urinate the furtherst through the only tiny opening at the statue.   
All the groups somehow come to this innovative idea of filling up the statue with water. Dip the statue into hot 
water to drive the air out from the statue’s body. The subsequent step is to transfer the statue immediately into 
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cold water (some of them used ice water instead to enhance the rate). Due to air contraction upon cooling, water 
is being sucked into the body via the small opening due to pressure difference. 
To make the statue boy to urinate, all the groups seem to get the same idea, that is, by pouring boiling water 
over the statue as shown in Figure 1(b). However, one group offers an exceptional one. Instate of using water, 
this group (group 2) added some salt into the water to purposely alleviate the boiling point. This group’s statue 
boy hence urinates the further. 
Some other innovative ideas demonstrated in getting the statue boy to urinate the furtherst are: (i) by tilting the 
statue slightly backward, and (ii) by alleviating the sitting position of the statue. As for the group 3, the group 
asks for the permission to allow the statue boy to urinate from the second floor of the faculty building. 
If anybody was there witnessing the experiments, definitely one would agree without doubt that the creative 
mind of the students has been uploaded with excitement in the month long researching and experimenting with 







      
 
 
Fig. 1. (a) The Shaolin Statues; (b) The Competition 
 
  
Fig.  2. (a) A variety of toys; (b) Stroboscope 
3.2. Activity 2: Providing explanation for toys  
Figure 2(a) shows some of the toys that students brought into the class. Normally students are excited about 
this and often each student will bring in one. As can be seen from the Figure 2(a), I have extended the notion of 
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toys to be inclusive of household appliances, such as, siphon that works on the principle of vacuum and 
atmospheric pressure and container that is designed based on pressure difference. Students are amazed when the 
applications of scientific principles are discussed. In this session, every item is circulated to the students for them 
to explore and play with. After that students are asked for any possible scientific explanations regarding the 
operations of the toys before the students who had brought in the toys offer their explanations that they have 
arrived at through their research. 
3.3. Activity 3: Toy Creation-Innovation 
In this session, each group did a presentation of the toys created. The guiding principles are: 1. Presentation 
must be creative and amusing; 2.The scientific explanations must be clear and correct. 3. Before providing the 
explanation, other students are required to offer their respective explanation according to their hunches. Figures 
2(b), 3(a), and 3(b) are some of products produced by the students.  
Figure 2(b) is a toy created based on the principle of stroboscope. The students have designed the stroboscope 
discs with different figure drawings on them on their back (the white side).  When each of the stroboscope discs 
is made to spin about its centre with the black surface facing you and the white surface facing a plan mirror, you 
are asked to see the mirror through the upper disc via the slits. You will be amazed what you see in the mirror-a 
human in the motion of walking for the particular serial figure drawings as shown in Figure 2(b). This toy is a 
good illustration of the science of movie making. I love the various designs created by the students. Will it be 
more sensational if the drawing comes with colours? How about creating your own design? These are among the 
questions I put to the students after they have experienced the sensation.  
Figure 3(a) is a toy created based on the concept of center of gravity. The conical wheel ( in light green) when 
placed at the  narrow lower end of the rail (in dark green as shown in the Figure 3(a)) will tend to roll to the upper 
higher end of the rail by itself. This is interesting as things normally roll down the hill instead of rolling up the 
hill. This is because at the narrow end the CG of the cone is higher than when it is at the wider end. Students 
involved in this project got the idea from the web search but failed to get the cone to move in their early 
construction. They came to me for solution. Apparently, they failed because the CG of the cone was not lower in 
the higher end in the construction. They were surprised when I pointed this out to them. Then, they have to figure 
out the ‘How’ in modifying the rail to achieve the effect.  
The Moving Palm toy in Figure 3(b) is an amazing piece of students’ creation. The yellow disc with spiraling 
lines is made to spin. You are required to gaze at the spinning disc for sometime and transfer your gaze 
immediately to your palm which you have placed besides the disc. You will notice that your palm appears in 
motion in the contracting or expanding manner depending on the direction of the rotation of the disc. The 
sensation is truly an ‘ah ha’ one.  The perception of motion on the palm is based on optical illusion. In this 
particular case, the moving sensation is due to the sensation of the spiraling motion that is still prevailing on the 
retina has been superimposed on the retina image of the palm. 
In the process of ‘inventing’ the toys students do gain in many ways, such as: 
x Students’ creativity, imagination, and critical thinking are stimulated and being nurtured. 
x Students learned the sciences. 
x Students experienced problem solving skills, and 
x The development of soft skills, such as research, interpersonal, and presentation are prominent. 
 
Inevitably, students do get the message that this kind of pedagogical tool that involved hands-on-mind-on of 














      
Fig. 3. (a) Opposing Gravity -Center of Gravity; (b) Optical Illusion-The moving palm 
4.  Conclusion 
How successful are we in meeting the objectives of the class? These are what students have commented in 
their feedbacks with reference to creative teaching, thinking, development of soft skills and leadership: 
 
 “This class helps me a lot. In term of soft skill, by doing presentation it helps in developing self-confidence 
and increase classroom management. The presentation also tested my ability in solving unexpected problems 
such as dealing with the technology. In terms of creativity, the trip to Sunway Lagoon helps in developing the 
“gravitational meter”. Lot to solve with this device such as how to measure the G-force, how to make sure it does 
work smoothly and how to make as simple as possible.”-Student A 
“In week 8, we were given the task which the theme on toy in science and need to present our toys and the 
concept of science involved in our toys. Each groups were come out with interesting toys and science concept 
applied in the toys that they are presenting that never been discovered before. The presentation of each groups 
was so impressive and interesting even they are only presenting the common toys that always be used during our 
childhood time such as flying butterfly and burning ship that we were never thought of the concept of science 
evolved in it. Besides that, on our previous class each of the groups was given the Buddha statues for each and 
need to think by own on how to make the water drive out from the small hole of that statue given. After a month, 
all of group come out with their own methods and use their own creativity in order to produce the longest 
distance from the tiny hole of the statue. During the presentation, most of the groups successfully drove out the 
water from the statues but with different methods. Overall from the presentation, we learnt the height, the angles 
and the catalyst used such as salt water can influence the flow of the water from the statue. The class was really 
fun and really involving all the scientific values that should be implemented especially for pre-service science 
teacher to use when we are in school later. From the observation, most of students involved actively and very co-
operative in their team and show their high interest in the class of Creativity and creative teaching in science.”-
Student B 
 “We are so proud to see the toys that we have created and our pee-pee boy can kencing [urinating]. It is 
tiring with a lot of thinking to do but very interesting.” -Student C 
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